Maintenance

Maintenance workers complete general repairs. This might include painting, flooring, electrical and plumbing.

Are you a person who:

- Enjoys working with your hands?
- Understands machines and how they operate?
- Completes projects in a timely manner?

How much schooling is needed?

High School Diploma, Technical School preferred

What are similar careers?

- Mechanic
- Carpenter
- Electrician

What is the salary?

$31,000 – $55,000

How can you prepare to become a Maintenance Worker?

- Help with repairs around your home.
- Keep a journal of what you notice at a local construction site.
- Watch videos and read articles about fixing things.

Career steps

Supervisor
Assistant Supervisor
Technician
Worker

Employment outlook

Everyone feels like family here. I enjoy fixing their worries as they appreciate my work. Plus, you can see the results of my work right away!”